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1 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔ1. IntrodutionThe properties of a monolayer of like-harged partiles, spread out ona harged substrate plane, represent a hallenge in many di�erent areasof both basi and applied siene. Systems in whih the distribution oflike-harged partiles on a surfae play a entral role range from proteinand DNA solutions in biology to olloidal suspensions in industrial prod-uts. Attention to this topi inreased reently beause of speulationson the possibility of like-harge attration that has been raised by diretmeasurements [1{5℄ of the pair interation between idential harged par-tiles (latex or silia marospheres) on�ned to a plane by harged glasswalls. If this ours, suh an attration may be responsible for a varietyof otherwise unexplained anomalies that inlude observations of largestable voids in olloidal uids and rystals [6℄, phase separation betweenolloidal suspensions of di�erent densities [7℄, and metastable olloidalrystallites in dilute suspensions [8℄. A ommon feature in the examplesquoted is that the harged partiles are immersed in an eletrolyte so-lution and the Coulomb fores ating between them are mediated bya surrounding eletrolyte. As a result, all approahes [9{11,13,12,14,15℄that have been proposed so far to explain the interation between iden-tially harged partiles exploit the ideas that proesses arried out in aon�ned loud of eletrolyte ions are responsible for this observed phe-nomenon.Quite reently, we have turned our attention [16℄ towards a di�erentlass of measurements, whih are known as analog simulations, whereattration is observed between like-harged marosopi stainless steelballs at the air/glass interfae [18,17,19℄, i.e. with no eletrolyte involved.In the partiular experiment of Tata et al. [17℄, several hundred or thou-sand steel balls are plaed on a polymer surfae. Through shaking, thesteel balls are harged. A harge balane is obtained via the supportingsurfae. With this setup, stable strutures form above the retangulararea, whih, depending on the density of harged balls, vary from gas-like over liquid-like to 2D solids. In all these strutures, the short-rangerepulsion between the like harges is balaned by long-range attration.In the above mentioned study [16℄ we have analyzed Poisson's equa-tion for a single harge next to an oppositely harged plane and haveshown that the extra ontribution to the long-range interation has itsorigin in the �niteness of the harged surfae area. In partiular, the uni-formly harged planar surfae, when �nite, indues a non-zero tangentialeletri fore on the nearby ounterharge that points towards the enterof the retangular area. Thus, a single harge always tends to be plaed
ICMP{02{17E 2at the enter of the oppositely harged area. When a pair of identialharges is loated on the surfae, eah one will ompete for the entralposition, simulating what we all an apparent attration between themand �nally oupying the positions symmetrial with respet to the areamidplane.In the present work, we have implemented this pair potential energyto probe by means of moleular dynamis (MD) simulations the behaviorof a system of a larger number of idential harges. We show that theCoulomb interations indeed lead to on�nement of similarly hargedspherial partiles on an oppositely harged surfae area. It is onje-tured that the origin of some apparently attrative interations betweenlike-harged entities originates from the �nite size of the harged planesurfae.2. Models and SimulationsSetup of the simulation ell: The simulation ell mimis a real sys-tem that ontains a number N of identially harged partiles (assumedto be similar to potassium ation for onveniene) of harge +e , withe the proton harge. These partiles an move above a horizontal sur-fae Z = 0 and are loated with the positions Ri (i=1, : : :N) in theretangular oordinate system with the origin at the enter of the planarsurfae Z = 0 . In the enter of this surfae there is a quadrati regionS = f�a � X � a; �a � Y � a of area 4a2. This quadrati region ar-ries a homogeneously distributed negative harge of a magnitude �Ne ,orresponding to a surfae harge density � = �Ne=4a2 . It is assumedthat the dieletri onstant is equal to 1 everywhere. In order to keepthe model as simple as possible, no assumptions are made onerningthe short-range interations between partiles and surfae. Although theharged partiles are moving only in two dimensions hanging Xi andYi oordinates, the Coulomb interation ating between them is fullythree-dimensional. The partiles are simply onstrained to move at a�xed height h above the harged surfae, i.e. Zi = h .Con�gurational potential energy: In order to perform omputersimulations of this system, one needs to alulate the on�gurational po-tential energy for N partiles and the orresponding fores on eah par-tile for an arbitrary on�guration. In general, for the system of hargedpartiles near a harged on�nement the total potential energy due toall the fores ating on them to a good extent is found to be:W (fRig) = �1(fRig) + �2(fRig) ; (1)



3 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔwhere �2 is the pair-wise additive interations between harged partilesthat onsist of a superposition of the diret Coulomb repulsion and theshort-range Lennard-Jones (LJ) interation:�2(fRig) = NXi=1 Xj<i � q2jRi �Rjj ++4�LJ NXi=1 Xj<i "� �LJjRi �Rjj�12 �� �LJjRi �Rjj�6#35 : (2)In the simulations reported below, the Lennard-Jones parameters arehosen to be �LJ = 107:93� 10�23 J (or 78 Kelvin), and �LJ = 0:3 nm.The ontribution �1 is a sum of one-body terms:�1(fRig) = NXi=1 �sur(Ri) ; (3)where �sur , in general, must depend on all three artesian oordinatesand not only on the distane from the surfae [13℄.Eletri potential due to the harged at area: To obtain theeletri potential �sur we explore the solution of Poisson's equation fora point harge next to the �nite harged area S on a horizontal planeZ = 0 . For a uniform harge density � , over the region S, the generalresult for the eletri potential �sur beomes:�sur(Ri) = ZSfRig �dsps2 + h2 ; (4)where s2 = X2 + Y 2 is the horizontal oordinate parallel to the surfaeS and ds is an element of the surfae area. Redution of the problemto point harges should be onsidered as a simpli�ation but not as alimitation. Equation (4) an be extended for the harged Lennard-Jonespartiles by making the reasonable approximation that their harge isembedded at the enter of the Lennard-Jones sphere. If neessary, theheight at whih ions move above the harged surfae an be related withtheir diameter, e.g., h = �LJ=2 et.Qualitatively, result (4) is quite evident and is expeted. However,sine the harged surfae has the shape of a �nite square, the limits inthe surfae integral are: SfRig � f�a+Xi � X � a+Xi; �a+Yi � Y �a+Yig. The latter indiates that the surfae-indued potential, �sur , atthe harged partile on position Ri depends not only on the vertial
ICMP{02{17E 4distane h = Zi from the surfae but also on the horizontal position(Xi ;Yi) of the harged partile on the surfae. The surfae integral (4)an be easily evaluated numerially and it has been shown [16℄ that theeletri potential �sur(Ri) has a paraboli shape with the equilibriumpotential value at the enter of the harged area, i.e., Xi = Yi = 0 . Forthe simple geometries of the harged area S , the surfae integral (4) anbe evaluated analytially, whih is onvenient for pratial appliationssuh as omputer simulations. Partiularly, for the present ase of aharged square area, �sur(Ri) an be presented in a form of equation:�sur(Xi; Yi;h) = q� aZ�a aZ�a dXdYp(Xi �X)2 + (Yi � Y )2 + h2 == q� [ I1(Xi; Yi) � I2(Xi; Yi) � I3(Xi; Yi) + I4(Xi; Yi) ℄ ;(5)with In(Xi; Yi) = Cn ln hBn +pC2n +A2ni � Cn ++Bn ln hCn +pC2n +A2ni ++pA2n �B2n sin�1 "B2n �A2nAn � 1pC2n +A2n +Bn � BnAn # ;(6)where n = 1; : : : ; 4 and A21 = A22 = Y 2i;� + h2 ; A23 = A24 = Y 2i;+ + h2 ;B1 = B2 = Yi;� ; B3 = B4 = �Yi;+ ; C1 = C3 = Xi;� ; C2 = C4 =�Xi;+ . Here we introdued the notations Yi;� = a � Yi and Xi;� =a �Xi . Eqn. (5) and (6) expliitly express the dependene of the one-body term, �sur(Ri) , on all three artesian oordinates.The fore due to the harged at area of �nite size: From theresults in the previous subsetion as well as from the analysis performedin Ref. [16℄ it follows that the tangential omponent of the surfae-indued eletri �eld, �rRi�sur , will no longer be zero when onsiderednext to a harged surfae, exept for a region exatly above the enter ofthe harged area. Hene, the �nite and uniformly harged planar surfaeindues the fore f sur = �qrRi�sur ating on harge qi in all three di-retions (not just only the onstant normal fore, f sur1 = 2�q� , as in thease of an in�nite plane). This surfae-indued fore an be evaluatedby di�erentiation of the surfae integral in expression (4). The lateralfore ating on harged partile at Ri an be obtained by alulatingthe hange in the total eletrostati energy of the system under small



5 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔvirtual displaements. The result is as follows:1q� f sur(Xi; Yi;h) = �� ix ddXi + iy ddYi ��sur(Xi; Yi;h) == � ix 24ln0� Yi;� +qX2i;� + Y 2i;� + h2�Yi;+ +qX2i;� + Y 2i;+ + h21A �� ln0� Yi;� +qX2i;+ + Y 2i;� + h2�Yi;+ +qX2i;+ + Y 2i;+ + h21A35 �� iy 24ln0� Xi;� +qX2i;� + Y 2i;� + h2�Xi;+ +qX2i;+ + Y 2i;� + h21A �� ln0� Xi;� +qX2i;� + Y 2i;+ + h2�Xi;+ +qX2i;+ + Y 2i;+ + h21A35 : (7)The surfae-indued fore, f sur , always is direted towards the enterof the harged area on the planar surfae. The magnitude of this forevaries depending on the horizontal position. The attration to the enteris stronger if the partile is plaed far from the enter; the attrationvanishes ontinuously when the harged partile approahes the positionat the enter of the surfae.Moleular dynamis simulations:We have performed MD simu-lations with the simulation box that is periodi with length L = 300 nmin the x and y dimensions in order not to 'lose' partiles in the ourseof the simulation. The size of a side length of the harged square areaat the enter of the ell was �xed at 2a = 25 nm. Several values ofthe number of harged partiles N = 50, 486, 972, 1458 and 1944 havebeen used that orrespond to area paking fration, � = N�2=4a2 inthe range 0.05 to 0.28.The simulations where started from initial on�gurations, where theidential harged partiles were randomly plaed at h = 0:3 nm abovethe entire ell base area. During an equilibration period the partilesondense due to the long-range surfae-indued attrative interationsand beome on�ned above the harged area S . The veloity Verletalgorithm with a timestep of 2.5 ps was employed. Simulations lasted200000 steps or 500 ps, after an equilibration period of the same lengthduring whih on�nement of partiles on the harged surfae took plae.A Berendsen [21℄ thermostat with a time onstant of 40 ps was used
ICMP{02{17E 6to keep the temperature onstant. The temperature in all runs reportedhere was 720 K; other temperatures in the range 100 to 1500 K werealso studied but are not reported here. Unmodi�ed 'naked' Coulombinterations were used throughout. Sine after equilibration the partilesdo not notie the periodi boundaries due to their on�nement to theharged area, the system an e�etively be regarded as in�nite.3. Results and DisussionFigure 1 shows the initial on�guration (top) and a on�guration after500 ps (bottom) for a simulation run with a small number of partiles,N = 50. The harged area is shown as the dark grey square in the enter.Starting from the random initial on�guration, all 50 identially hargedpartiles beome on�ned after a 500 ps equilibration phase in whihexess kineti energy is ontinuously removed, overoming the strongCoulomb repulsion between them. This behavior learly demonstratesthe on�ning e�et of the homogeneously harged planar area of �nitesize. The spaing between the partiles is rather large, ompared to theirreal size. Note, that the radii of the partiles are exaggerated by a fatorof 10 in Fig. 1.The on�nement of the partiles on the quadrati harged area isalready apparent from the snapshots in Fig. 1. A quantitative harater-isti of suh on�nement is presented in Fig. 2 where the partile loaldensity distribution along the x axis, �(x) , is displayed. This has beenalulated by averaging the number of partiles over the y oordinateaording to �(x) = R1�1 dy~�(x; y) , with ~�(x; y) the total density dis-tribution above the harged area. In the enter of the harged area, thepartile density is onstant (set to 1 in the �gure). Close to the boundaryof the harged square, density osillations appear, whih are reminisentof those appearing in a simple liquid in ontat with a solid. With in-reasing number of partiles, both the amplitude and the period of thedensity osillations derease. Due to the symmetry between x and y axesin the system, the densities �(y) are idential and therefore not shownhere. The osillations of density that we see in Fig. 2 are very similar tothe those observed in [20℄.From the loal density distribution of the partiles over the hargedarea one observes a homogeneous density region in the entral part of thearea. Radial distribution funtions (RDFs) an be omputed for the par-tiles from the enter of this homogeneous region only. Figure 3 shows thelike-harged partile RDFs in two dimensions for four di�erent numberof partiles as indiated. The partile RDFs were alulated only around



7 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔthose partiles whih were loated in a entral irular area of radius 3nm, i.e. around ten partile LJ diameters . Around any of these parti-les, several shells of other partiles are visible. With inreasing numberof partiles in the system, the number of disernible shell inreases andthe distane between onseutive shells dereases, i. e., the arrangementbeomes, neessarily, more ompat. In all ases, however, the �rst maxi-mum of the RDF is well beyond the distane r=�LJ = 1 that orrespondsto lose paking of the harged LJ spheres. This indiates that the diretrepulsive Coulomb fores dominate at short distanes, whereas at longdistanes the surfae-indued fores derived from �sur ontribute.4. Conluding remarksThe main result of the present study is that on�nement of like-hargedpartiles on an oppositely harged surfae happens as a onsequene ofthe �niteness of the distribution of the surfae harge. The �nite natureof the harged area on the surfae leads to a non-zero eletri potentialgradient along the on�ning plane. The equilibrium position for a singleharge is above the enter of the harged area. If more than one hargeis present near the surfae, these harges ompete for this equilibriumposition and at the same time, repel eah other due to Coulomb intera-tions between them, e�etively leading, as the simulations have shown, toa rather stable equilibrium between partile-partile Coulomb repulsionand surfae-indued Coulomb attration due to the surfae �niteness.For the partile densities studied here, the short-range Lennard-Jonesinterations between partiles are not important.If the on�ning surfae has a simple geometry, as in the ase on-sidered, analyti solution for the fores ating on partiles due to theharged surfae area an be obtained, and simulations are straight-forward. The fat that the interating system has a �nite dimension,makes the simulations even more simple, sine the treatment of long-range Coulomb fores via lattie summation methods, suh as the Ewaldmethod, is not neessary.As an example, the system of like-harged spherial partiles on�nedby the planar surfae has been studied. For reasons of onveniene, wehave approximated the partiles as being similar in size to potassiumions, assuming the most simple harge distribution, a point harge inthe enter of ions. The important parameter is the ratio of the partilehard-ore diameter to the side length of the harged area on the planarsurfae, whih was hosen to be roughly 1:100. The number of partilesexplored in the MD simulations was varied from 50 to almost 2000. We
ICMP{02{17E 8have observed on�nement of ions in all ases studied. The density ofions is more or less homogeneous in the enter of the harged area; nearthe edges of this area, density osillations our, whih are similar innature to those near liquid/solid interfaes.In summary, we have studied a system of very simple geometry thatshows the e�et of on�nement of like-harged speies on a surfae. Wehave made the most simplifying assumptions onerning short-range in-terations and harge distribution in the partiles. Spei�ally, it shouldbe noted that no polarizability e�ets are inluded. Other geometries,shapes, and parameters should be studied in order to be able to gen-eralize the onlusions. These e�orts are urrently undertaken in ourlaboratories.Referenes1. G.M. Kepler and S. Fraden, Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 356 (1994).2. J.C. Croker and D.G. Grier, Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 352 (1994); 77,1897 (1996).3. M.D. Carbajal-Tinoo, F. Castro-Roman and J.L. Arauz-Lara, Phys.Rev. E 53, 3745 (1996).4. A. E. Larsen and D. G. Grier, Nature (London) 385, 230 (1997).5. D.G. Grier, Nature (London) 393, 621 (1998).6. K. Ito, H. Yoshida, and N. Ise, Siene 263, 66 (1994).7. B .V. R. Tata, M. Rajalakshmi, and A. Arora, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69,3778 (1992).8. A. E. Larsen and D. G. Grier, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 3862 (1996).9. W.R. Bowen and A.O. Sharif, Nature (London) 393, 663 (1998).10. J.C. Neu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 1072 (1999).11. J.E. Sader and D.Y.C. Chan, J. Colloid Interfae Si. 213, 268(2000).12. D. Goulding and J.-P. Hansen, Europhys. Lett. 46, 407 (1999).13. D. Goulding and J.-P. Hansen, Mol. Phys. 95, 649 (1998).14. E. Triza and J.L. Raimbault, Phys. Rev. E 60, 6530 (1999).15. E. M. Mateesu, Phys. Rev. E 64, 013401 (2001).16. A. Trokhymhuk, D. Henderson, Y. Sovyak, and D. T. Wasan, Mol.Phys. (to be published); Preprint of the Institute for CondensedMatter, ICMP-02-05E (www.imp.lviv.ua).17. B .V. R. Tata, P. V. Rajamani, J. Chakrabarti, A. Nikolov, andD. T. Wasan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 3626 (2000).18. B. Pouligny, R. Malzbender, P. Ryan, and N. A. Clark, Phys. Rev.B. 42, 988 (1990).
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the initial on�guration (top) and an equilibratedon�guration after 500 ps (bottom) of a simulation run with N = 50idential harged partiles. For better visibility, the partiles are dis-played with a radius r = 10�LJ.
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Figure 2. Partile loal density, �(x) , for simulations with di�erent num-ber, N , of partiles as indiated. The x axis is given in units of �LJ .Curves are shifted by one unit for better visibility.
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Figure 3. Radial distribution funtion, g(r) , for simulations with di�er-ent number, N , of partiles as indiated. The r axis is given in unitsof �LJ and the vertial line at r=�LJ = 1 indiates the lose-pakingdistane. Curves are shifted by one unit for better visibility. g(r) is al-ulated only around those partiles loated in the entral irle of radius3 nm of the area S .
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